
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of propositions
manager. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and
to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for propositions manager

Develop business cases including KPI’s, proforma, customer insights, and
competitive intelligence
Communicate product plans, project updates, and product overviews to DEB
senior management
Build consensus and buy-in with key stakeholders
Identifying opportunities that will provide customers with new or improved
proposition solutions
Actively managing partners and establishing a lasting relationship with them
by collaborating with key functions internally legal to build relationships and
ensure risks are monitored
Actively managing partners and establish a lasting relationship with them by
collaborating with key functions internally legal to build relationships and
ensure risks are monitored
Creation and interpretation of market and customer insight to inform and
evaluate options
Leading virtual teams to ensure excellent go to market execution of your
propositions, delivering the best customer experience and value propositions
to our customers
Constant evaluation and optimisation of our in life product roadmap
Identify consumer and competitor trends within the smart home sector in the
US & Canada, working in collaboration with the Hive Insights team
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Promote, develop and protect the PA brand as experienced by our business
consulting audience groups, acting as an ambassador for PA’s story in the
market
Identify, coach and empower subject matter experts to speak externally,
through the new blog, thought leadership or external platforms
Act as guardian of the service teams’ customer engagement strategy,
including networks, events, digital programmes and other key touchpoints
Be co-responsible and co-accountable for the delivery of the agreed sales and
revenue targets for agreed propositions, with programmes designed to
support these targets
Identify new market opportunities where PA has a differentiated client
solution across all PA geographies
Effectively use market insights, service line knowledge, customer proximity
and sales channel engagement to develop and execute marketing
programmes that drive new demand generation to successfully capitalise on
the opportunities


